—Ability testing  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1095; H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under physical abilities and related topics.

—Accident

—Accents and accentuation
  USE — Accents and accentuation

—Access control (May Subd Geog)
  H 1095
  Use as a topical subdivision under types of access control.

—Access for the physically handicapped
  USE — Barrier-free design

—Accidents

—Accidents (May Subd Geog)
  H 1095; H 1153
  Do not subdivide geographically under names of specific locations.

—Adaptations

—Adaptation (May Subd Geog)
  H 1095; H 1164; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual adaptations.

—Address, Forms of

—Address, Forms of
  H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual forms of address.

—Address, Titles of

—Address, Titles of
  USE — Titles

—Administrative and political divisions

—Administrative and political divisions
  H 1140
  Use as a topical subdivision under administrative and political divisions.

—Administrative and political divisions

—Administrative and political divisions
  H 1095; H 1105; H 1149; H 1159; H 1151.5
  Use as a topical subdivision under administrative and political divisions.

—Adaptations

—Adaptations
  H 1110; H 1155.8; H 1156
  Use as a topical subdivision under adaptations of creative works.
— Art and the war, [revolution, etc.] (Continued)
  wars for works about art depicting the war, revolution, etc.

— Art and the war, [revolution, etc.]
H 1200
  Complete the subdivision by repeating the
  generic term for the type of engagement
  contained in the heading.
  Use as a form subdivision under individual
  wars for collections of art, including
  reproductions of art, depicting the war,
  revolution, etc.

— Art collections
H 1105; H 1110; H 1120
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of
  individual persons and families for works about
  their collections of art. Also use under names of
  individual corporate bodies provided that the
  corporate body is the owner or the collector of
  the art and the corporate body is not itself an art
  gallery or museum.

— Art patronage
H 1105; H 1110; H 1120
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of
  individual persons, families, and corporate
  bodies for works about their support and
  patronage of the arts.
  UF — Patronage of the arts
  NT — Kings and rulers—Art patronage

— Article
H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  languages and groups of languages.

— Artificial growing media
H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  plants and groups of plants.

— Artificial insemination (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  animals and groups of animals.

— Artificial spawning (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  animals and groups of animals.
  UF — Spawning, Artificial [Former subdivision]

— Artillery
H 1159
  Use as a topical subdivision under military
  services.
  BT — Drill and tactics

— Artillery operations
H 1200
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  wars.

— Artillery operations, American, [British, French, etc.]
H 1200
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  wars.

— Asian Americans
H 1159; H 1200
  Further subdivide by subdivisions used under
  classes of persons.
  Use as a topical subdivision under military
  services and individual wars.

— Asian authors
H 1156
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  literatures and major genres of literatures.

— Asian influences
H 1156
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  literatures.
  BT — Foreign influences

— Aspect
H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  languages and groups of languages.

— Aspiration
H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  languages and groups of languages.

— Assassination
H 1110
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of
  individual persons.
  BT — Death and burial
  NT — Kings and rulers—Assassination

— Assassination attempts (May Subd Geog)
H 1110; H 1110
  Do not subdivide geographically under names of
  individual persons.
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of
  individual persons and classes of persons.
  UF — Attempted assassination

— Assaults against
USE — Violence against

— Assaying (May Subd Geog)
H 1149
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  metals and types of metals for the determination
  of the quantity or quality of a metal in an ore,
  alloy, etc.

— Assessment of life skills
USE — Life skills assessment

— Assimilation, Cultural
USE — Cultural assimilation

— Associates
USE — Friends and associates

— Ayndeton
H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  languages and groups of languages.

— Athletics
USE — Sports

— Atlasses
H 1095
  Use as a form subdivision under scientific
  and technical topics for works consisting of
  comprehensive, often systematically arranged
  collections of illustrative plates, charts, etc.,
  usually with explanatory captions.
  UF — Scientific atlases
  BT — Pictorial works

— Atlases, Geographic
USE — Maps

— Atrocities (May Subd Geog)
H 1200
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  wars.
  — Attempted assassination
  USE — Assassination attempts
  — Attempted suicide
  USE — Suicide behavior
  — Attendance at congresses
  USE — Congresses—Attendance

— Attitudes
H 1100; H 1103
  Use as a topical subdivision under classes of
  persons and ethnic groups for works on
  attitudes or opinions held by members of
  the group. For works on public opinion about
  the group, use the subdivision Public opinion.

— Attribution
H 1148
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  art forms and headings for national or ethnic art.
  BT — Expertising
  — Attribution of authorship
  USE — Authorship

— Audio adaptations
H 1110; H 1156
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of
  individual persons and individual literatures for
  works about audio adaptations of the person's
  creative works or works from that literature.
  BT — Adaptations

— Audio adaptations (May Subd Geog)
H 1110; H 1156
  Use as a form subdivision under names of
  individual persons and individual literatures for
  collections of audio adaptations of that person's
  creative works or works from that literature.
  UF — Adaptations

— Audio equipment (May Subd Geog)
H 1195
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
  BT — Equipment and supplies

— Audio-visual aids
H 1095
  Use as a topical subdivision under topical
  headings for works on audiovisual materials not
  specifically designed for educational purposes.
  NT — Study and teaching—Audio-visual aids

— Catalogs
H 1095
  Use this subdivision combination as a form
  subdivision under topical headings for
  catalogs of audiovisual materials pertaining to
  those topics.
  BT — Catalogs

— Audiodisc catalogues
H 1095; H 1103; H 1110; H 1110; H 1140; H 1160
  Use as a form subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc., names of individual
persons and corporate bodies, and under ethnic
groups, topical headings, and forms and types of
musical compositions for lists or catalogs of
sound recordings on audiocassettes.
  BT — Catalogs

— Audiotape catalogues
H 1095; H 1103; H 1110; H 1110; H 1140; H 1160
  Use as a form subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc., names of individual
persons and corporate bodies, and under ethnic
groups, topical headings, and forms and types of
musical compositions for lists or catalogs of
sound recordings on audiocassettes.
  UF — Phonotape catalogues [Former subdivision]
  BT — Catalogs

— Auditing
H 1095; H 1105; H 1115.1; H 1153
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of
  individual corporate bodies, under types of
  corporate bodies, educational institutions, and
  industries, and under topical headings.
  UF — Auditing and inspection [Former subdivision]

— Law and legislation (May Subd Geog)
H 1151.5
  Further subdivide by subdivisions used
under legal topics.
  Use as a topical subdivision under types of
educational institutions.
  BT — Law and legislation
  — Auditing and inspection
  USE — Auditing
  — Augment
  USE — Augmentatives

— Augmentatives
H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  languages and groups of languages.
  UF — Augment [Former subdivision]

— Australian influences
H 1156
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  literatures.
  BT — Foreign influences

— Authorship
H 1095; H 1110; H 1115.5; H 1188
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
works entered under and titles, under disciplines
and under literary, motion picture, radio, television,
and video forms and genres. Also use under
names of individual persons for works on the
attribute of authorship of works to the person.
  UF — Attribution of authorship
  NT — Historiography
  — Spurious and doubtful works

— Collaboration
H 1110
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of
  individual persons.
  UF — Collaboration in authorship
  — Collaborative authorship

— Date of authorship
H 1188
  Use as a topical subdivision under uniform
titles of sacred works.
  UF — Attribution of authorship

— Style manuals
H 1095
  Use this subdivision combination as a form
  subdivision under disciplines.
  UF — Style manuals for authorship
  BT — Handbooks, manuals, etc.

— Autobiography
USE — Biography

— Biography
USE — Biography

SD-6
Bibliography of bibliographies
H 1095
Use as a form subdivision under subjects for works consisting of lists of bibliographies on those subjects.
UF — Bibliography—Bibliography (Former subdivision)
BT — Bibliography
— Bibliographical method of language teaching
USE — Study and teaching—Bilingual method
— Bills, Private
USE — Private bills
— Biographical anecdotes
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
— Bio-bibliography
H 1095; H 1103; H 1140; H 1186; H 1187
Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., individual Christian denominations, and monastic and religious orders, and under ethnic groups, literatures, and topical headings for works containing both biographical information about persons associated with the subject and bibliographies of writings by and/or about them.
BT — Biography
— Bioaccumulation (May Subd Geog)
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.
— Bioavailability (May Subd Geog)
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.
— Biocompatibility (May Subd Geog)
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.
— Biocontrol
USE — Biological control
— Biodegradation (May Subd Geog)
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals and individual materials and types of materials.
BT — Deterioration
NT — Carcasses—Biodegradation
— Biographical anecdotes
USE — Biography—Anecdotes
— Biographical dictionaries
USE — Biography—Dictionaries
— Biography
H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1140; H 1147; H 1151; H 1159; H 1188; H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., names of individual corporate bodies, uniform titles of sacred works, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, types of animals, and historic events for works about collective or individual biography.
UF — Autobiography
— Ancestry
USE — Family
— Annuiversaries, etc.
USE — Anniversaries, etc.
— Birth
USE — Birth
— Character
USE — Ethics
— Psychology
— Death and burial
USE — Death and burial
— Descendants
USE — Family
— Exile
USE — Exile
— Family
USE — Family
— Health
USE — Health
— History and criticism
BT — History and criticism
— Imprisonment
USE — Imprisonment
—— Last years
USE — Last years
— Last years and death
USE — Death and burial
— Marriage
USE — Marriage
— Old age
USE — Last years
— Portraits
H 1105; H 1140; H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., individual corporate bodies, and military services for works about portraits of persons in or from those places, corporate bodies, and military services.
BT — Portraits
— Psychology
USE — Psychology
— Sources
H 1100; H 1103; H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., classes of persons, and ethnic groups for works about bibliographical source materials pertaining to persons from those places or belonging to those groups.
BT — Sources
H 1100; H 1103; H 1140
Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., classes of persons, and ethnic groups for collections of bibliographical source materials pertaining to persons from those places or belonging to those groups.
— Youth
USE — Childhood and youth
— Biography
H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1140; H 1147; H 1151; H 1159; H 1188; H 1200
Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., names of individual corporate bodies, uniform titles of sacred works, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, types of animals, and historic events for works of collective or individual biography.
UF — Autobiography
— Correspondence, reminiscences, etc.
[Former subdivision]
— Legal and stories [Former subdivision]
NT — Bio-bibliography
— History—period subdivision—Biography
— Toxicology—Biography
—— Anecdotes
H 1140
Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., for anecdotes about persons in or from those places.
UF — Biographical anecdotes
— Biography—Anecdotes, facetiae, satire, etc. [Former subdivision]
BT — Anecdotes
—— Anecdotes, facetiae, satire, etc.
USE — Biography—Anecdotes
BT — Biography—Humor
— Caricatures and cartoons
H 1140
Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., for caricatures and cartoons of persons in or from those places.
BT — Caricatures and cartoons
— Chronology
USE — Chronology
— Dictionaries
H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1140
Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., names of individual corporate bodies, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and historic events.
UF — Biographical dictionaries
BT — Dictionaries
— Humor
H 1140
Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., for humor about persons in or from those places.
UF — Biography—Anecdotes, facetiae,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heading</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Care and treatment</td>
<td>UF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Care</td>
<td>NT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment</td>
<td>USE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp disc catalogs</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germplasm resources—Catalogs and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digests</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creeds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locative constructions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manuscripts—Catalogs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hygiene</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Care and treatment</td>
<td>UF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalogs and collections</td>
<td>H 1176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Casualties (Statistics, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— USE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Creeds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Catalogs and collections</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— H 1095; H 1105; H 1110; H 1120; H 1148</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Catalogs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— H 1095; H 1105; H 1110; H 1120; H 1148</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Use as a topical subdivision under types of natural objects, individual musical instruments and families of instruments for works about catalogs or collections of those objects and instruments.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Catalogs and collections</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— H 1176; H 1147; H 1161; H 1180</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Use as a form subdivision under types of natural objects, individual musical instruments, and families of instruments for catalogs or collections of those objects and instruments.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— BT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Catalogs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— H 1110</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Use as a form subdivision under names of individual persons for comprehensive listings of an artist's or craftperson's works in one medium or all media, usually chronologically or systematically arranged, and accompanied by descriptive or critical notes.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Casualties</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Statistics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— H 1176</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Catalogs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— H 1185; H 1187</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Use as a topical subdivision under individual religions and Christian denominations for works about catechisms of those religions or denominations.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Casualties</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Creeds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— H 1187</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Use as a topical subdivision under individual Christian denominations.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— History and criticism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— H 1187</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Use as a topical subdivision under individual Christian denominations and Christian denominations for catechisms of those religions or denominations.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— English, [French, German, etc.]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— H 1187</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Use as a topical subdivision under individual Christian denominations.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— History and criticism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— H 1187</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Use as a topical subdivision under individual Christian denominations and Christian denominations for catechisms of those religions or denominations.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— English, [French, German, etc.]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— H 1187</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Use as a topical subdivision under individual Christian denominations and Christian denominations for catechisms of those religions or denominations.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Catholic authors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— H 1186</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and major genres of literatures.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Catholic versions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— USE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Versions, Catholic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Catholic vs. Protestant versions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— USE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Versions, Catholic vs. Protestant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Ceausals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— H 1155</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual legislative bodies.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Ceausals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— H 1154</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Causes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— H 1200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Causes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— H 1200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
use as a topical subdivision under names of
individual persons and groups of literary authors
for works about the chronology of events in the
person's life or dates when works were produced. Also use under uniform titles of
sacred works for works on the dating or order of
currency of events mentioned in the sacred
work.

— Chronology
H 1095; H 1110; H 1114; H 1155.2; H 1156;
H 1188; H 1200
Use as a form subdivision under names of
individual persons, groups of literary authors,
uniform titles of sacred works, headings for art,
music, and literature, headings for individual
works, and topical headings that are inherently
historical for lists of dates of events pertinent to
the subject in order of their occurrence.
UF — Biography—Chronology
— Chronological lists
— Lists of events
NT — History—(period
subdivision)—Chronology
— History—Chronology
— Prophecies—Chronology

— Church history
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc.

— 18th century
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc.

— 17th century
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc.

— 16th century
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc.

— 15th century
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc.

— 14th century
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc.

— 13th century
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc.

— 20th century
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc.

— 21st century
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc.

— Cipher
H 1110
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
individual persons.

— Cryptography
H 1105
Use as a topical subdivision under types of
serial publications.

— Citizen participation
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under topical
headings for works on the participation of
citizens in carrying out an activity.
UF — Participation, Citizen
— Citizenship, Tribal
— Tribal citizenship

— Civic action
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military
services.

— Civil functions
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military
services.

— Civil rights (May Subd Geog)
H 1100; H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of
persons and ethnic groups.
UF — Rights, Civil
BT — Legal status, laws, etc.

— Religious aspects
H 1100; H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of
persons and ethnic groups.

— Civilian employees
H 1159
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under
classes of persons.

— Civilian evacuation
Use as a topical subdivision under military
services.

— Civilian relief (May Subd Geog)
H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
wars.
UF — Hospitals, charities, etc. [Former
subdivision]

— Civilian literature
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc.

— Civilian uses
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc.

— Civilian works
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc.

— Claims
H 1103; H 1140; H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc., ethnic groups, and
individual wars.

— Claims vs. . . .
H 1105; H 1110; H 1140
Complete the subdivision with the name of
the jurisdiction against which the claim was
brought.
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc., individual persons, and
corporate bodies for works on legal claims filed
by the jurisdiction, person, or corporate body.

— Classical influences
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
plants and groups of plants.

— Claims
H 1103; H 1140; H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc., ethnic groups, and
individual wars.

— Claims vs. . . .
H 1105; H 1110; H 1140
Complete the subdivision with the name of
the jurisdiction against which the claim was
brought.
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc., individual persons, and
corporate bodies for works on legal claims filed
by the jurisdiction, person, or corporate body.

— Classical influences
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
plants and groups of plants.

— Claims
H 1103; H 1140; H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc., ethnic groups, and
individual wars.

— Claims vs. . . .
H 1105; H 1110; H 1140
Complete the subdivision with the name of
the jurisdiction against which the claim was
brought.
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc., individual persons, and
corporate bodies for works on legal claims filed
by the jurisdiction, person, or corporate body.
--- Controversial literature (Continued) individual religions, individual Christian denominations, and uniform titles of sacred works for works about works that argue against or express opposition to those groups or works.
UF — Doctrinal and controversial works [Former subdivision]

--- History and criticism
H 1186; H 1186; H 1187; H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual religious and monastic orders, individual religions, individual Christian denominations, and uniform titles of sacred works for works that argue against or express opposition to those groups or works.
BT — History and criticism

--- Controversial literature
H 1186; H 1186; H 1187; H 1188
Use as a form subdivision under names of individual religious and monastic orders, individual religions, individual Christian denominations, and uniform titles of sacred works for works that argue against or express opposition to those groups or works.
UF — Doctrinal and controversial works [Former subdivision]

--- Conversation and phrase books
H 1154
May be further subdivided by a subdivision in the form --French, [Italian, etc.]. Editorially establish each use of this type of subdivision.
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
UF — Phrase books
NT — Dialects—Conversation and phrase books

--- Polyglot
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for accountants)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for air pilots)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for animal specialists)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for bank employees)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for beauty operators)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for businesspeople)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for caregivers)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for clergy, etc.)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for computer industry employees)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for construction industry employees)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for correctional personnel)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for dental personnel)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for diplomats)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for domestics)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for farmers)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for fire fighters)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for first responders)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for fishers)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for flight attendante)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for gardeners)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for geologists)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for gourmets)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for homeowners)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for hotel personnel)
USE — Conversation and phrase books (for restaurant and hotel personnel)

--- Conversation and phrase books (for landscaping industry employees)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for lawyers)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for library employees)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for mathematicians)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for medical personnel)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for merchants)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for meteorologists)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for museum employees)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for musicians, musicologists, etc.)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for nutritionists)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for personnel department employees)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for petroleum workers)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for physical therapists)
USE — Conversation and phrase books (for medical personnel)

--- Conversation and phrase books (for plantation workers)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for police)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for professionals)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for restaurant and hotel personnel)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for seamen) [Former subdivision]

--- Conversation and phrase books (for school employees)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for secretaries)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for social workers)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for soldiars, etc.)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for tourism industry employees)
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Conversation and phrase books (for tourist trade employees) [Former subdivision]

--- Conversation and phrase books (for tourist trade employees)
USE — Conversation and phrase books (for tourism industry employees)

--- Conversation tables
H 1095
Use as a form subdivision under topical languages and groups of languages.
Cost effectiveness

— Cost effectiveness
  H 1095; H 1153
  Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries and topical headings.

— Cost-of-living adjustments to pensions
  USE — Pensions—Cost-of-living adjustments

— Cost-of-living adjustments to salaries
  USE — Salaries, etc.—Cost-of-living adjustments

— Cost of operation
  H 1095; H 1195
  Use as a topical subdivision under topical headings.
  UF — Operating costs

— Costs
  H 1095; H 1153
  Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries and topical headings.
  NT — Compliance costs

— Costume
  USE — Clothing

— Counseling of
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1100; H 1103
  Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons and ethnic groups.
  NT — Pastoral counseling of

— Counterfeit money
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1200
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

— Counting
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147; H 1190
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.
  NT — Eggs—Counting — Nests—Counting

— Course catalogs
  USE — Curricula—Catalogs

— Court and courtiers
  H 1140
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.
  UF — Courtiers

— Clothing
  H 1140
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.
  BT — Clothing

— Food
  H 1140
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.
  BT — Food

— Language
  H 1140
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.
  BT — Language

— Courtiers
  USE — Court and courtiers

— Coverage by the press
  USE — Press coverage

— Cosmonauts
  H 1159
  Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.
  Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— Cracking
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1158
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

— Craniology
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1103
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual ethnic groups.

— Crankshafts of motors
  USE — Motors—Crankshafts

— Crash tests
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1195
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
  UF — Crashworthiness—Testing
  BT — Testing

— Crashworthiness
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1105
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

— Testing
  USE — Crash tests

— Credit guides
  USE — Credit ratings

— Credit ratings
  H 1153
  Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries.
  UF — Credit guides [Former subdivision]

— Creeds
  H 1185; H 1187
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual religions and Christian denominations for works about authoritative statements of belief of those religions or denominations.
  UF — Catechisms and creeds [Former subdivision]

— History and criticism
  H 1187
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual Christian denominations.
  BT — History and criticism

— Creeds
  H 1185; H 1187
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual religions and Christian denominations for works about authoritative statements of belief of those religions or denominations.
  UF — Catechisms and creeds [Former subdivision]

— Criminal provisions
  H 1154.5
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual legal topics.

— Criticisms and interpretation
  USE — History and criticism

— Criticisms and interpretation
  H 1110
  Use only under names of persons active in the fine arts, literature, music, and performing arts.
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons for works of critical analysis or interpretation of fine person's artistic works or endeavors without biographical details.
  UF — Interpretation and criticism
  NT — Criticism, Textual
  — Dramatic works
  — Fictional works
  — Motion picture plays
  — Poetic works
  — Prose
  — Radio and television plays

— History
  H 1110
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons.

— To 1500
  H 1110
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons.

— 16th century
  H 1110
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons.

— 17th century
  H 1110
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons.

— 18th century
  H 1110
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons.

— 19th century
  H 1110
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons.
--- Criticism and interpretation
--- History (Continued)

--- 21st century
H 1110
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons.

--- Criticism, Canonical
USE — Canonical criticism

--- Criticism, Form
H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.
UF — Form criticism

--- Criticism, Interpretation, etc. (May Subd Geog)
H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.
NT — Allegorical interpretations
— Bahai interpretations
— Black interpretations
— Buddhist interpretations
— Canonical criticism
— Criticism, Form
— Criticism, interpretation, etc., Jewish
— Criticism, Narrative
— Criticism, Redaction
— Criticism, Textual
— Feminist criticism
— Gay interpretations
— Hindu interpretations
— Islamic interpretations
— Postcolonial criticism
— Reader-response criticism
— Social scientific criticism
— Socio-rhetorical criticism
— Structuralist criticism

--- History
H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.
BT — History

--- Early church, ca. 30-600
H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.

--- Middle Ages, 600-1500
H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.

--- 16th century
H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.

--- Modern period, 1500-
H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.

--- 17th century
H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.

--- 18th century
H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.

--- 19th century
H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.

--- 20th century
H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.

--- 21st century
H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.

--- Criticism, Interpretation, etc., Jewish
H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under titles of sacred works.
UF — Narrative criticism
BT — Criticism, interpretation, etc.

--- Criticism, Redaction
H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.
UF — Reduction criticism
BT — Criticism, interpretation, etc.

--- Criticism, Textual
H 1110; H 1155.6; H 1155.8; H 1156; H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons, individual works (author-title or title entries), and individual literatures.
UF — Textual criticism
BT — Criticism and interpretation

--- Cross-cultural studies
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under topical headings for works about the methods and technique of conducting cross-cultural studies on those topics.

--- Cross references
H 1188
Use as a form subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.

--- Cross-sectional imaging (May Subd Geog)
H 1164
Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.
BT — Imaging
NT — Magnetic resonance imaging
— Tomography
— Ultrasonic imaging

--- Crowning
USE — Coronation

--- Cruises, [date]
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

--- Cryopreservation (May Subd Geog)
H 1164
Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.
BT — Preservation
NT — Germplasm
resourses—Cryopreservation

--- Cryosurgery (May Subd Geog)
H 1150; H 1164
Use as a topical subdivision under diseases and types of diseases and individual organs and regions of the body.
UF — Diseases—Cryosurgery
BT — Surgery

--- Cryotherapy (May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under diseases and types of diseases.
BT — Treatment

--- Cryptography
H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under war.

--- Cult (May Subd Geog)
H 1095; H 1110
Use as a topical subdivision under individual deities, divine persons, saints, and persons worshipped for works on systems of beliefs or rituals associated with them.

--- Cultural assimilation (May Subd Geog)
H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic groups.
UF — Assimilation, Cultural

--- Cultural control (May Subd Geog)
H 1147; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.
BT — Control
NT — Diseases and pests—Cultural control

--- Cultural policy
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.
BT — Government policy

--- Culture (Civilization)
USE — Civilization

--- Cultures and culture media (May Subd Geog)
H 1164
Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.
--- Curling (May Subd Geog)
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

--- Curious editions
USE — Editions, Curious

--- Currency, Military
USE — Military currency

--- Curricula (May Subd Geog)
H 1095; H 1105; H 1153
Do not subdivide geographically under names of individual educational institutions.
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual educational institutions and under types of education and educational institutions for works on courses offered at those institutions or in those fields.

--- Customary

--- Cycles, Life
USE — Life cycles

--- Cylinder blocks of motors
USE — Motors—Cylinder blocks

--- Cylinder heads of motors
USE — Motors—Cylinder heads

--- Cylinders of motors
USE — Motors—Cylinders

--- Cysts (May Subd Geog)
H 1164
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under diseases.
Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.
BT — Diseases
NT — Hydatids

--- Cytochemistry
H 1164; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants and individual organs and regions of the body.
BT — Cytology

--- Cytodiagnosis (May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.
BT — Diagnosis

--- Cytogenetics
H 1147; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Syntax
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Texts
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Dictionaries
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Diaries
H 1159; H 1100; H 1103; H 1110; H 1120
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons and families, classes of persons, and ethnic groups for works about diaries of those persons. Also use under military services for works about diaries of persons belonging to those services.

--- Dictation exercises
USE — Exercises for dictation

--- Dictionaries
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Dictionaries (May Subd Geog)
H 1095; H 1105; H 1110; H 1115
Use as a topical subdivision under subjects.

--- Dictionaries, indexes, etc. (Former subdivision)
--- Dictionaries and encyclopedias
use "[country]--Foreign relations--[period]."

--- Early works to 1700
H 11154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- French, Italian, etc.
H 1095; H 11154
Use as a topical subdivision under subjects.

--- Juvenile literature
USE — Dictionaries, Juvenile

--- Polyglot
H 1095; H 11154
Use as a topical subdivision under subjects.

--- Dictionaries and encyclopedias
USE — Dictionaries

--- Dictionaries and encyclopedias (May Subd Geog)
--- Dictionaries and encyclopedias
USE — Dictionaries

--- Dictionaries, indexes, etc.
USE — Dictionaries

--- Indexes
USE — Dictionaries

--- Dictionaries, Juvenile
H 1095; H 11154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Hebrew, Italian, etc.
H 11154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Diet therapy
H 11154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

--- Recipes
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

--- Differences, Age
USE — Age differences

--- Differences, Sex
USE — Sex differences

--- Differentials
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

--- Diffusion rate
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of chemicals.

--- Digestive organs
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

--- Digests
H 1154.5
Use as a form subdivision under individual legal topics.

--- Digitization
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under types of library materials and museum objects.

--- Dilemmas
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual organizations and regions of the body.

--- Diminutives
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Dioceses
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual Christian denominations.

--- Diplomats
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Diplomatic history
H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under wars established directly under the name of the war. For wars established under names of places use (country)--Foreign relations--[period].

--- Diplomatic service
H 1187
Use as a topical subdivision under individual Christian denominations.

--- Dipoles
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.

--- Direct object
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Direction and production
USE — Production and direction

--- Directories
H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1120; H 1140
Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc. Also use under corporate bodies, and families, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, Christian denominations, types of organizations, and topical headings for individual directories containing names, addresses, and other identifying data.

--- Telephone
type "Telephone directories".

--- Telephone
type "Telephone directories".

--- Disc brakes
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

--- Discography
H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1185; H 1187
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual corporate bodies and under types of corporate bodies, classes of persons, individual religions, and Christian denominations for the enforcement of rules affecting conduct or action.

--- Discography
H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1110; H 1160
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons and corporate bodies, classes of persons, ethnic groups and topics for works about discography of those subjects.

--- Historical methods
H 1160
Use as a topical subdivision under forms and types of musical compositions.

--- Discographic history
H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1110; H 1160
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons and corporate bodies for works about discography of those persons.

--- Discography
H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1110; H 1160
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons and corporate bodies, classes of persons, ethnic groups and topics for works about discography of those persons.

--- Discovery
H 1140; H 1149.5
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.

--- Exploration and discovery
USE — Exploration and discovery

--- Exploring expeditions
USE — Exploring expeditions (May Subd Geog)

--- Aerial exploration
USE — Aerial exploration

--- Colonies—Discovery and exploration
USE — Colonies—Discovery and exploration

--- French, Spanish, etc.
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.

--- Disease and pest resistance
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

--- Disease and pest resistance
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

--- Disease-resistant (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

--- Disease-resistant
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

--- Disease-resistant stock
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

--- Disease-resistant stock
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

— Drawings
  H 1095
  Use as a topical subdivision under technical topics for the technique of making technical drawings on those topics, unless a separate heading for the technique has been provided.
  — Drawings
  NT — Designs and plans
  — Dress
  USE — Clothing

— Drill and tactics
  H 1159
  Use as a topical subdivision under military services.
  NT — Artillery—Drill and tactics
  — Cavalry—Drill and tactics
  — Infantry—Drill and tactics
  — Machine gun drill and tactics

— Handbooks, manuals, etc.
  H 1159
  Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under military services.
  UF — Drill manuals [ Former subdivision]
  BT — Handbooks, manuals, etc.

— Drill manuals
  USE — Drill and tactics—Handbooks, manuals, etc.

— Drought resistance
  USE — Drought tolerance

— Drought tolerance
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.
  UF — Drought resistance [Former subdivision]
  — Resistance to droughts
  — Tolerance, Drought

— Drug abuse
  USE — Drug use

— Drug effects
  USE — Effect of drugs on

— Drug testing
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1100
  Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons tested.
  UF — Drug use—Testing
  — Testing for drug use or abuse

— Drug use
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1100; H 1103; H 1110
  Further subdivide geographically only under classes of persons.
  UF — Drugs
  — Drug abuse
  BT — Substance use

— Testing
  USE — Drug testing

— Drum brakes
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1195
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
  BT — Brakes

— Druze authors
  H 1150
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

— Drying
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1095; H 1158; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials, including individual plants and groups of plants.
  NT — Seeds—Drying

— Ductility
  H 1158
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

— Dust control
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1095; H 1153
  Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries, industrial plants, and processes.

— Duties and powers
  USE — Powers and duties

— Dwellings
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1100; H 1103
  Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons and ethnic groups for works on residential buildings for the group from the standpoint of architecture, construction, ethnology, etc. For works on social or economic aspects of the provision of housing for the group use the subdivision Housing. For works on homes of individual members of the group from an architectural or historical point of view, use the subdivision Homes and haunts.

— Economics
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1095
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual industries, industrial plants, and processes.

— Economic aspects
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1095
  Use as a topical subdivision under topical headings for works that employ mathematical or statistical models used to test or measure economic phenomena.

— Ecomonic models
  H 1095; H 1153
  Use as a topical subdivision under topical headings for works that employ mathematical or statistical models used to test or measure economic phenomena.

— Ecology
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147; H 1150
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual industries, industrial plants, and processes.

— Eclectric treatment
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1150
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

— Eclectic treatment
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1150
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual industries, industrial plants, and processes.

— East Indian authors
  H 1156
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

— Ecology
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147; H 1150
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual industries, industrial plants, and processes.

— Eclectric treatment
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1150
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual industries, industrial plants, and processes.

— Ecology
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147; H 1150
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual industries, industrial plants, and processes.

— Eclectric treatment
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1150
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual industries, industrial plants, and processes.

— Ecology
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147; H 1150
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual industries, industrial plants, and processes.

— Ecology
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147; H 1150
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual industries, industrial plants, and processes.

— Ecology
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147; H 1150
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual industries, industrial plants, and processes.
— Effect of energy development on
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  plants and groups of animals.

— Effect of environment on
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1195
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

— Effect of flooding on
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1190
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of explosive devices on
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of factory and trade waste on
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1190
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of sulfuric sulfate on
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of fish farming on
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of fishing on
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of flooding on
  USE — Effect of flooding on plants
  H 1190
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of fluoride on
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of forest management on
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of freezing on
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of gazette on
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of gasses on
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of global warming on
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147, H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  plants and groups of plants and individual animals and groups of animals.

BT — Climatic factors
— Effect of temperature on
— Effect of gasses on
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of heat on
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1164
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of high temperatures on
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1158
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  animals and groups of animals and individual
  plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of heavy metals on
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147, H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  animals and groups of animals and individual
  plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of heat on
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of human beings on
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of hurricanes on
  USE — Hurricane effects
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of hydrogen sulfide on
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147, H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  animals and groups of animals and individual
  plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of ice on
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of implants on
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1164
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  organs and regions of the body.

— Effect of imprisonment on
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1100
  Use as a topical subdivision under classes of
  persons.

— Effect of inflation on
  appropriations and expenditures
  USE — Appropriations and expenditures
  — Effect of inflation on
  — Effect of inflation on pensions
  USE — Pensions — Effect of inflation on
  — Effect of insecticides on
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of iron on
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of lasers on
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1158
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  materials and types of materials.

— Effect of magnesium on
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of magnetism on
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147, H 1164, H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  animals and groups of animals, individual organs and regions of the body, and individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of manganese on
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of metals on
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147, H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  animals and groups of animals and individual
  plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of mineral industries on
  USE — Effect of mining on
  H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of mining on
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of noise on
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of odors on
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of off-road vehicles on
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147, H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of oil spills on
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of oxygen on
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of ozone on
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of predation on
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of radiation on
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147, H 1149, H 1158, H 1164, H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  animals and groups of animals and individual
  plants and groups of plants.
— Effect of radiation on (Continued)

regions of the body, and individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of radioactive pollution on (May Subd Geog)
H 1147; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of roads on (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of salt on (May Subd Geog)
H 1147; H 1158; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of sediments on (May Subd Geog)
H 1147; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of selenium on (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of soil acidity on (May Subd Geog)
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of soil moisture on (May Subd Geog)
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of sound on (May Subd Geog)
H 117
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of space flight on
H 1164
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and regions of the body.

— Effect of storms on (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual and individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of stray currents on (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of stress on (May Subd Geog)
H 1147; H 1164; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals, and individual organisms and regions of the body and individual animals and groups of plants.

— Effect of sulfates on (May Subd Geog)
H 113
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of sulfur on (May Subd Geog)
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of temperature on (May Subd Geog)
H 1147; H 1158; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals, individual materials and types of materials, and individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of radiation on (Continued)

regions of the body, and individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of water temperature on [Former subdivision]

— Effect of cold on

— Effect of freezes on

— Effect of global warming on

— Effect of high temperatures on

— Effect of low temperatures on

— Embryos—Effect of temperature on

— Expansion and contraction

— Larvae—Effect of temperature on

— Reproduction—Effect of temperature on

— Effect of thermal pollution on (May Subd Geog)
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of trichloroethylene on (May Subd Geog)
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of turbidity on (May Subd Geog)
H 1147; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of ultraviolet radiation on (May Subd Geog)
H 1147; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of volcanic eruptions on (May Subd Geog)
H 1147; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of water levels on

— Effect of volcanic eruptions on

— Embryos—Effect of temperature on

— Larvae—Effect of ultraviolet radiation on

— Effect of vagrant electric currents on

— Effect of stray currents on

— Effect of vibration on (May Subd Geog)
H 1164
Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.

— Effect of volcanic eruptions on

— Effect of water temperature on

— USE — Effect of temperature on

— Effect of water waves on (May Subd Geog)
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of water quality on (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of water quality on (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of wets on

— Effect of fires on

— Effect of wind on (May Subd Geog)
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of wind power on (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Effectiveness

— Effectiveness (May Subd Geog)
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual drugs and groups of drugs.

— Efficiency of feed utilization

— Use — Feed utilization efficiency

— Eggs

— Eggs (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Counting

— Counting (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Dispersal

— Dispersal (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Geographical distribution

— Geographical distribution (May Subd Geog)
H 11147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Incubation

— Incubation (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of plants.

— Egyptian influences

— Egyptian influences (May Subd Geog)
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animal and groups of animals.

— Elastic properties

— Elastic properties (May Subd Geog)
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

— Elasticity

— Elasticity

— Foreign influences

— Foreign influences (May Subd Geog)
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animal and groups of animals.

— Dispersal

— Dispersal (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Geographical distribution

— Geographical distribution (May Subd Geog)
H 11147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Incubation

— Incubation (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of plants.

— Egyptian influences

— Egyptian influences (May Subd Geog)
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animal and groups of animals.

— Elastic properties

— Elastic properties (May Subd Geog)
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

— Elasticity

— Elasticity

— Foreign influences

— Foreign influences (May Subd Geog)
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animal and groups of animals.

— Dispersal

— Dispersal (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Geographical distribution

— Geographical distribution (May Subd Geog)
H 11147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Incubation

— Incubation (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of plants.

— Egyptian influences

— Egyptian influences (May Subd Geog)
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animal and groups of animals.

— Elastic properties

— Elastic properties (May Subd Geog)
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

— Elasticity

— Elasticity

— Foreign influences

— Foreign influences (May Subd Geog)
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animal and groups of animals.
Use as a topical subdivision under scientific and technical topics.

— Electrometallurgy
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual metals and metal compounds.

BT — Metallurgy

— Electronic discussion groups
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under subjects for works about electronic discussion groups on those subjects.

— Electronic equipment (May Subd Geog)
H 1153; H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries and individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

BT — Equipment and supplies
NT — Ignition—Electronic systems

— Electronic fuel injection systems of motors
USE — Motors—Electronic fuel injection systems

— Electronic information resources
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under subjects for works about electronic information resources on those subjects.

BT — Information resources
NT — Computer network resources

— Electronic installations
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— Electronic Intelligence (May Subd Geog)
H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

BT — Military intelligence

— Electronic publishing (May Subd Geog)
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under types of published materials and headings for literature on particular topics.

BT — Publishing

— Electronic technicians
H 1159
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.

Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— Elementary education
USE — Education (Elementary)

— Elevations (Altitudes)
USE — Altitudes

— Ellipse
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Ellipses
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Embouchure
H 1161
Use as a topical subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Embrilement
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

NT — Hydrogen embrittlement

— Embryogenesis, Somatic
USE — Somatic embryogenesis

— Embryology
H 1147; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Embryos (May Subd Geog)
H 1147; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Anatomy
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

BT — Anatomy

— Effect of temperature on (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

BT — Effect of temperature on

— Effect of ultraviolet radiation on (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

BT — Effect of ultraviolet radiation on

— Effect of water quality on (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

BT — Effect of water quality on

— Motility
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

BT — Motility

— Physiology (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

BT — Physiology

— Transplantation (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

BT — Transplantation

— Emigration and immigration
H 1140; H 1149.5
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.

UF — Foreign population [Former subdivision]
— Immigration

NT — Colonies—Emigration and immigration

— Economic aspects
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.

UF — Economics

— Government policy
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.

BT — Government policy

— Religious aspects
H 1140
Further subdivide by individual religions or Christian denominations. Editorially establish each use of a further subdivision by religion or Christian denomination.

Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.

— Social aspects
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.

BT — Social aspects

— Emphasis
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Employee participation in management
USE — Management—Employee participation

— Employees
H 1095; H 1105; H 1110; H 1151; H 1151.5; H 1153; H 1187
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.

— Emotion
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

BT — Emotion

— Encyclopedias
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries.

UF — Encyclopedias—Juvenile

— Encyclopedias, Juvenile
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries.

—— Diseases (May Subd Geog)
H 1153
Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries.

UF — Diseases

—— Diseases and hygiene
USE — Diseases

—— Employees—Diseases and hygiene [Former subdivision]

—— Effect of technological innovations on
(May Subd Geog)
H 1153
Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries.

BT — Effect of technological innovations on

—— Health and hygiene (May Subd Geog)
H 1153
Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries.

UF — Employees—Diseases and hygiene [Former subdivision]

—— Job descriptions (May Subd Geog)
H 1153
Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries for works about summaries of the essential activities involved in the performance of jobs.

BT — Job descriptions

—— Legal status, laws, etc. (May Subd Geog)
H 1153
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics.

Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries.

BT — Legal status, laws, etc.

—— Medical care (May Subd Geog)
H 1153
Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries.

BT — Medical care

—— Pensions (May Subd Geog)
H 1153
Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries.

UF — Salaries, pensions, etc. [Former subdivision]

BT — Pensions

—— Law and legislation (May Subd Geog)
H 1153
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics.

Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries.

BT — Law and legislation

—— Supply and demand (May Subd Geog)
H 1153
Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries.

BT — Supply and demand

—— Training of (May Subd Geog)
H 1153
Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries.

BT — Training of

—— Employment (May Subd Geog)
H 1100; H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons and ethnic groups.

UF — Working conditions
NT — Clergy—Secular employment —Supplementary employment

—— Foreign countries
H 1100; H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons and ethnic groups.

—— Emotions
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

—— Encyclopedia
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries.

UF — Dictionaries and encyclopedias [Former subdivision]

—— Encyclopedia, Juvenile
USE — Encyclopedias, Juvenile

—— Encyclopedia, Juvenile
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries.

UF — Children's encyclopedias —Encyclopedias—Juvenile literature
Finance

H 1095; H 1102; H 1103; H 1151; H 1151.5; H 1153; H 1158; H 1187; H 1204

This subdivision may be subdivided geographically only under works entered under directly their own names.

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual corporate bodies, corporate bodies, services, technical operations, etc., for works on their budgets and the raising and expenditure of funds. Use under names of individual government bodies for works limited to their management of nonappropriated funds. For works on the financial affairs of individual government agencies and institutions, use the subdivision Appropriations and expenditures.

Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic groups for works on the financial affairs of the group as a whole. Also use under individual wars.

UF — Finance, commerce, confiscations, etc. [Former subdivision]

— Law and legislation (May Subd Geog)

H 1103; H 1151.5; H 1153; H 1159

Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics.

Do not further subdivide geographically under military services.

Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic groups, types of educational institutions, types of industries, and military services.

BT — Law and legislation

— Finance, commerce, confiscations, etc.

USE — Confiscations and contributions

— Finance

— Finance, Personal

H 1100; H 1103; H 1110

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons, classes of persons, and ethnic groups for works about their personal financial affairs.

UF — Personal finance

— Fingering

H 1161

Use as a topical subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

UF — Instruction and study—Fingering [Former subdivision]

— Studies and exercises—Fingering [Former subdivision]

— Charts, diagrams, etc.

H 1161

Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

UF — Fingering charts

BT — Charts, diagrams, etc.

— Fingering charts

USE — Fingering—Charts, diagrams, etc.

— Fire prevention

UF — Use of fire

— Firearms

H 1159

Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— Firemen

H 1159

Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.

Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— Fires and fire prevention

H 1095; H 1153; H 1158; H 1195

Use as a topical subdivision under types of institutions, buildings, industries, materials, and vehicles.

UF — Fire prevention

BT — Prevention

— Firing regulations

H 1159

Use as a form subdivision under military services.

— First editions

H 1110; H 1156

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons and individual literatures for works about first editions of their works and those literatures.

— Bibliography

H 1110; H 1156

Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under names of individual persons and individual literatures for lists of first editions of those works and those literatures.

UF — Bibliography—First editions [Former subdivision]

BT — Bibliography

— First performances

H 1160

Use as a topical subdivision under forms and types of musical compositions.

BT — Performances

— Fishing

H 1103

Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic groups.

— Flammability

H 1158

Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

UF — Inflammability

— Flight

H 1147

Use as a topical subdivision under individual
--- Flight (Continued)  
animals and groups of animals that can fly.  
BT — Locomotion

--- Physiological aspects  
H 1147  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals that can fly.  
BT — Physiological aspects

--- Flight officers  
H 1159  
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.  
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

--- Flight surgeons  
H 1159  
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.  
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.  
BT — Surgeons

--- Flowering  
H 1180  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

--- Molecular aspects  
H 1180  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

--- Flowering time  
H 1180  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.  
UF — Time of flowering

--- Fluid capacities (May Subd Geog)  
H 1195  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.  
UF — Capacity of fluids

--- Fluid dynamics  
H 1158  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.  
NT — Motors—Cylinder—Fluid dynamics  
— Motors—Fuel injection systems—Fluid dynamics  
— Motors—Lubrication systems—Fluid dynamics

--- Fluorescence (May Subd Geog)  
H 1147  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.  
BT — Physiology

--- Folklore  
H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1140; H 1188  
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, uniform titles of sacred works, and topical headings for works about those subjects as themes in folklore.  
NT — Kings and rulers—Folklore

--- Folklore  
H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1140; H 1188  
Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, uniform titles of sacred works, and topical headings for collections of folklore texts on those subjects.  
UF — Folkloric texts  
NT — Kings and rulers—Folklore

--- Folkloric texts  
USE — Folklore

--- Food (May Subd Geog)  
H 1103; H 1147  
Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic groups.  
Also use under individual animals and groups of animals for works on substances animals find on their own or provide for themselves as well as for works on their food habits.  
For works on the nutritional preparations provided for animals by humans as well as for works on the process of providing nourishment to them, use the subdivision Feeding and feeds.  
UF — Feeding behavior  
— Food habits  
— Foods  
— Foraging behavior  
NT — Cannibalism  
— Court and courtesies—Food  
— Larvae—Food

--- Foods  
USE — Food

--- Food habits  
USE — Food

--- Food question [Former subdivision]

--- Food service (May Subd Geog)  
H 1095; H 1151.5; H 1155  
Do not further subdivide geographically under legislative bodies.  
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual legislative bodies and under types of institutions, organized activities, etc., for works on provisions for meals and food in those enterprises.

--- Food supply (May Subd Geog)  
H 1200  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.  
UF — Food question [Former subdivision]

--- Foods  
USE — Food

--- Football  
H 1151  
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual educational institutions.  
BT — Sports

--- Foraging behavior  
USE — Food

--- Forced removal of civilians (May Subd Geog)  
H 1200  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

--- Forced repatriation  
H 1200  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.  
UF — Repatriation, Forced

--- Forecasting  
H 1095; H 1140  
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and under topical headings.

--- Foreign authors  
H 1156  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.  
UF — Foreign authors

--- Foreign auxiliaries of military police  
USE — Military police—Foreign auxiliaries

--- Foreign bodies (May Subd Geog)  
H 1164  
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under diseases.  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.

--- Foreign economic relations (May Subd Geog)  
H 1140  
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.  
BT — Foreign relations

--- Foreign elements  
H 1154  
May be further subdivided by an individual language or group of languages.  
Editorially establish each use of this type of subdivision.  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Foreign influences  
H 1095; H 1103; H 1148; H 1156  
Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic groups, individual literatures, art forms, and headings for disciplines further subdivided by place for works on general outside cultural influences on those groups or topics.  
UF — Influences, Foreign  
NT — African influences  
— American influences  
— Arab influences  
— Asian influences  
— Australian influences  
— Brazilian influences  
— Celtic influences  
— Chinese influences  
— Civilization—Foreign influences  
— Classical influences  
— Czech influences  
— Egyptian influences  
— English influences  
— European influences  
— Finnish influences  
— French influences  
— German influences  
— Greek Influences

--- Foreign language competency of officials and employees  
USE — Officials and employees—Foreign countries—Foreign language competency

--- Foreign language textbooks  
USE — Textbooks for foreign speakers

--- Foreign participation  
USE — Participation, Foreign

--- Foreign population  
USE — Emigration and immigration

--- Foreign public opinion  
H 1140; H 1200  
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, etc., and individual wars.  
UF — Foreign opinion [Former subdivision]

--- Foreign public opinion, Austrian, [British, etc.]  
H 1200  
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, etc., and individual wars.

--- Foreign relations (May Subd Geog)  
H 1140; H 1187  
Use as a topical subdivision under names of regions, countries, and groups of countries, and individual Christian denominations.  
UF — Relations (diplomatic) [Former subdivision]  
BT — Relations  
NT — Foreign economic relations

--- Catholic Church  
H 1140  
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, etc.

--- Executive agreements  
H 1140  
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, etc., for works about executive agreements on foreign relations to which the country is a party.  
UF — Executive agreements on foreign relations

--- Law and legislation  
H 1140  
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics.  
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, etc.  
BT — Law and legislation
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under individual educational institutions.

BT — Undergraduates

— Friends and associates
H 1110
Use as a topical subdivision under individual persons for works discussing the person’s close and immediate contacts, such as companions and co-workers.

UF — Associates
— Companions
— Relations with friends and associates

BT — Contemporaries

— Front-wheel drive
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

— Frontier troubles
USE — Boundaries
— History
— Frontiers (Boundaries)
USE — Boundaries

— Frost protection
(May Subd Geog)
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

BT — Wounds and injuries

— Frost resistance
(May Subd Geog)
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

UF — Resistance to frost

— Fuel
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— Fuel consumption
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

UF — Consumption, Fuel
BT — Energy consumption

— Law and legislation
(May Subd Geog)
H 1195
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics.

Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

BT — Law and legislation

— Fuel injection systems of motors
USE — Motors—Fuel injection systems

— Fuel supplies
(May Subd Geog)
H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

— Fuel systems
H 1095; H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under types of equipment and vehicles.
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

—Histotechnology

H 1164; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body and individual plants and groups of plants.

BT — Histology

—Histology

H 1147; H 1164
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual organs and regions of the body.

NT — Histotechnology

—Histopathology

H 1147; H 1150; 1164
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals, individual diseases and types of diseases, and organs and regions of the body.

BT — Histology

—Historical geography

H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.

UF — Geography—History

BT — Geography

—History

H 1109, H 1110; H 1103; H 1105; H 1140; H 1188; H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and individual corporate bodies, uniform titles of sacred works and treatises, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, individual wars, and topical headings.

UF — History—Authorship

—History—Historiography [Former subdivision]

BT — Authorship

NT — History—[period subdivision]—Historiography

—History

H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1140; H 1149; H 1187
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and individual corporate bodies, uniform titles of sacred works and treatises, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings.

UF — History—Colonies—History

—History—Criticism, interpretation, etc.—History

—History—Diplomatic history

—History—Doctrines—History

—History—Geography

—History—History, Local

—History—Military

—History—Naval

—History of Biblical events

—History of contemporary events

—History of doctrines

——To 1500

H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under topical headings.

——16th century

H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1140; H 1159; H 1187
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and individual corporate bodies, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, military services, Christian denominations, and topical headings.

——Modern period, 1500-

H 1187
Use as a topical subdivision under individual Christian denominations.

——17th century

H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1140; H 1159; H 1187
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and individual corporate bodies, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, military services, Christian denominations and topical headings.

——18th century

H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1140; H 1159; H 1187
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and individual corporate bodies, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, military services, Christian denominations, and topical headings.

——Revolution, 1775-1783, [War of 1812, etc.]

H 1189
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

——19th century

H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1140; H 1159; H 1187
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and corporate bodies, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, military services, Christian denominations, and topical headings.

——20th century

H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1140; H 1159; H 1187
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and individual corporate bodies, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, military services, Christian denominations, and topical headings.

——1985—

H 1187
Use as a topical subdivision under Christian denominations.

——21st century

H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1140; H 1159; H 1187
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and individual corporate bodies, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, military services, Christian denominations, and topical headings.

——[period subdivision]

——Biography

H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and individual corporate bodies, uniform titles of sacred works and treatises, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings.

UF — History—Comic, satirical, etc.

——[Former subdivision]

BT — Biography

——Sources

H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and individual corporate bodies, uniform titles of sacred works and treatises, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, military services, Christian denominations, and topical headings.

BT — Sources

——Anecdotes

H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

——Historiography

H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

——Philosophy

H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

——Errors, inventions, etc.

H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.

UF — History—Comic, satirical, etc.

——[Former subdivision]

BT —失误

——Chronology

H 1095; H 1103; H 1105; H 1140; H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and individual corporate bodies, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, military services, and under ethnic groups, military services, and under topical headings that are not inherently historical.

BT — Chronology

——Comic books, strips, etc.

H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.

UF — History—Comic, satirical, etc.

——[Former subdivision]

BT — Comic books, strips, etc.

——Errors, inventions, etc.

H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.

UF — Errors, inventions, etc., of history

——Historiography

H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

UF — History—Comic, satirical, etc.

——[Former subdivision]

BT — History—Comic, satirical, etc.

——Humor

H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

UF — History—Comic, satirical, etc.

——[Former subdivision]

BT — Humor

——Periodization

H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.

UF — Periodization of history

——Philosophy

H 1095; H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and individual corporate bodies, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, military services, and under topical headings.

BT — Philosophy

——Pictorial works

H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

SD-39
—— Law and legislation (Continued) legislation
— Prices—Law and legislation
— Protection—Law and legislation
— Radiography—Law and legislation
— Regulating, enlistment, etc.—Law and legislation
— Research—Law and legislation
— Safety regulations
— Seat belts—Law and legislation
— Statistical services—Law and legislation
— Study and teaching—Law and legislation
— Supplies and stores—Law and legislation
— Transportation—Law and legislation
— Taxation—Law and legislation
— Transportation—Law and legislation
— Windows and windshields—Law and legislation

—— Lawyers
H 1159
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

—— Lead content (May Subd Geog)
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.

—— Lead sheets
H 1160
Use as a form subdivision under forms and types of musical compositions.

—— Leadership
H 1155
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual legislative bodies.
NT — Deputy speakers
— Majority leaders
— Majority whips
— Minority leaders
— Minority whips
— Presiding officers
— Speakers

—— Leadership, Military
USE — Military leadership

—— Leaping
USE — Jumping

—— Learning
USE — Knowledge and learning

—— Leave regulations of officials and employees
USE — Officials and employees—Leave regulations

—— Leaves and furloughs
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.
UF — Furloughs and leaves

—— Lebanese authors
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

—— Left hand studies
USE — Studies and exercises (Left hand)

—— Legal research
H 1154.5
Use as a topical subdivision under individual legal topics for works on the use of legal research such as court reports, codes, digests, citations, etc., in determining the status of statutory, regulatory, or case law on the topic.

—— Legal status, laws, etc. (May Subd Geog)
H 1100; H 1103
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics.
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons and ethnic groups.
BT — Law and legislation
NT — Civil rights
— Employees—Legal status, laws, etc.

—— Legendary tales
USE — Legends

—— Legends
H 1095; H 1110; H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons, legendary characters, and uniform titles of sacred works, and under religious topics for works about literary versions of legendary tales about those persons, characters, or topics.
UF — Legendary tales
— Romances, legends, etc. [Former subdivision]
— Tales, Legendary

—— Legends
H 1095; H 1110; H 1188
Use as a form subdivision under names of individual persons, legendary characters, and uniform titles of sacred works, and under religious topics for collected or individual literary versions of legendary tales about those persons, characters, or topics.
UF — Legendary tales
— Romances, legends, etc. [Former subdivision]
— Tales, Legendary

—— Legends and stories
USE — Biography
— Fiction
— Legislative committees
USE — Committees

—— Legislative history
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual legal topics and names of individual legislative enactments.

—— Letters
USE — Correspondence

—— Lexicography
H 1154; H 1185
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages and individual religions.

—— Lexicology
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages other than English and groups of languages.
NT — Dialects—Lexicology

—— History
USE — Lexicology, Historical

—— Lexicology, Historical
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages other than English and groups of languages.
UF — Historical lexicology
— Lexicography—History

—— Libraries
H 1105; H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual corporate bodies having library systems of more than one library for which no corporate heading exists or can be established. Also use under individual wars.

—— Library
H 1105; H 1110; H 1120
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons, families, and corporate bodies.

—— Marginal notes
H 1110
Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under names of individual persons for marginal notes in works belonging to the person, whether written by the person or by others.
UF — Marginal notes

—— Microform catalogs
H 1110
Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under names of individual persons.
BT — Microform catalogs

—— Library resources
H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1110; H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., names of individual persons and corporate bodies, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings for works describing the resources and special collections available on those subjects.
BT — Information resources

—— Librettos
H 1160
Use as a topical subdivision under forms and types of musical compositions for works about librettos.

—— Licensees (May Subd Geog)
H 1095; H 1100; H 1153; H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under occupational groups and types of employees, under types of industries, facilities, and institutions, and under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
NT — Collection and preservation—Licensees

—— Fees (May Subd Geog)
H 1095; H 1100; H 1113; H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under occupational groups and types of employees, under types of industries, facilities, and institutions, and under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
UF — Fees for licenses

—— Life cycles
H 1147; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.
UF — Cycles, Life
NT — Infancy
— Parasites—Life cycles

—— Life skills assessment (May Subd Geog)
H 1100; H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons and ethnic groups.
UF — Assessment of life skills

—— Life skills guides
H 1100; H 1103
Use as a form subdivision under classes of persons and ethnic groups.
BT — Handbooks, manuals, etc.

—— Lighting (May Subd Geog)
H 1095; H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under types of vehicles, structures, buildings, rooms, installations, etc.
NT — Housing—Lighting

—— Law and legislation (May Subd Geog)
H 1195
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics.
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
BT — Law and legislation

—— Linear programming
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under topological headings.

—— Liquid nitrogen motors
USE — Motors (Liquid nitrogen)

—— Lists of books
USE — Bibliography

—— Lists of events
USE — Chronology

—— Lists of passengers
USE — Passenger lists

—— Lists of vessels
H 1159
Use as a form subdivision under military services.

—— Lists, Union
USE — Union lists

—— Literary anthologies
USE — Literary collections

—— Literary art
USE — Writing skill

—— Literary collections
H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1110; H 1120; H 1140
Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., individual persons and corporate bodies, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, individual wars, names of deities and mythological or legendary figures, and under individual and groups of fictitious and legendary characters, and topical headings for collections including several literary forms.
UF — Anthologies, Literary
— Literary anthologies
— Majority leaders (Continued) individual legislative bodies.
  
  — Majority leaders
  
  — Majority whip
  
  — Majority whip
  
  H 1155
  
  — Further divide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.
  
  — Use as a topical subdivision under individual legislative bodies.
  
  — Majority whip
  
  — Majority whip
  
  H 1155
  
  — Use as a topical subdivision under individual legislative bodies.
  
  — Use as a topical subdivision under individual legislative bodies.
  
  — Major leaders
  
  — Maps
  
  — Facsimiles
  
  — Maps for children
  
  — Manuscripts—Bibliography
  
  — Catalogs, Manufacturers'
  
  — Maps
  
  — Majority whip
  
  — Scholia
  
  — Maps
  
  — Legislation
  
  — Maps for the blind
  
  — Maps—Juvenile literature
  
  — Maps, Comparative [Former subdivision]
  
  — Maps, Manuscript [Former subdivision]
  
  — Maps, Mental [Former subdivision]
  
  — Maps, Outline and base [Former subdivision]
  
  — Maps, Physical [Former subdivision]
  
  — Maps, Pictorial [Former subdivision]
  
  — Maps, Topographic [Former subdivision]
  
  — Maps, Tourist [Former subdivision]
  
  — Maps for children [Former subdivision]
  
  — Maps for people with visual disabilities [Former subdivision]
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
  
  — Maps
— Ownership (May Subd Geog) H 1153
  Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries.
  NT — Foreign ownership
  — Government ownership
— Oxidation (May Subd Geog) H 1149
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.
  NT — Ancod oxidation
  — Peroxidation
— Oxygen content (May Subd Geog) H 1158
  Use as a topical subdivision under types of products and commodities for works on the techniques of preparing those items for storage or shipment.
— Padding of instrument panels USE — Instrument panels—Padding
  — Pageants
  USE — Anniversaries, etc.
— Painting (May Subd Geog) H 1158; H 1195
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemical and types of materials and individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
— Painting of vessels H 1159
  Use as a topical subdivision under military services.
— Palaces (May Subd Geog) H 1170
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons.
  BT — Homes and haunts
— Palatalization H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
— Palestinian Arab authors H 1156
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.
— Palliative treatment (May Subd Geog) H 1150
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.
  BT — Treatment
— Palynotaxonomy (May Subd Geog) H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.
  BT — Classification
— Pampferi H 1095; H 1200
  Use as a topical subdivision under 16th, 17th and 18th century period subdivisions of European and American history and under individual wars for short, separately published, usually polemical essays or treatises regarding controversial issues of contemporary interest, especially political or religious matters.
— Panels, Instrument USE — Instrument panels
— Papal documents H 1095
  Use as a form subdivision under topical headings for collections of documents and other papal pronouncements on the topic.
  UF — Documents, Papal
— Parables H 1188
  Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.
— Parachute troops H 1159
  Use as a topical subdivision under military services.
— Paragraphs H 1154; H 1188
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages and uniform titles of sacred works.
  NT — Manuscripts—Paragraphs
— Parallel versions, English, [French, etc.] H 1188
  Use as a form subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.
— Parallelism H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
— Parallels, Extra-canonical USE — Extra-canonical parallels
— Parallelism (May Subd Geog) H 1164
  Further subdivide by subdivisions used under diseases.
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.
  BT — Diseases
— Paramours of kings and rulers USE — Kings and rulers—Paramours
— Paraphrase H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
— Paraphrases H 1188
  Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works for works about paraphrases of those works.
 — History and criticism H 1188
  Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works for paraphrases of those works.
— Paraphrases, English, [French, German, etc.] — History and criticism H 1188
  Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.
  BT — History and criticism
— Paraphrases, English, [French, German, etc.] H 1188
  Use as a form subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works for paraphrases of those works in those languages.
— Paraphrases, tales, etc.
  USE — Adaptations
— Paraphrases, tales, etc. USE — Adaptations
— Parables (May Subd Geog) H 1147; H 1164
  Further subdivide by subdivisions used under diseases.
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual organs and regions of the body.
 — Biological control (May Subd Geog) H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
— Control (May Subd Geog) H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
  BT — Control
— Environmental aspects (May Subd Geog) H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
  BT — Environmental aspects
— Identification H 1147
  Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
  BT — Identification
— Life cycles (May Subd Geog) H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
  BT — Life cycles
— Climates (May Subd Geog) H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
  BT — Climates
— Molecular aspects H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
  BT — Molecular aspects
— Pardon H 1110
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons for works about the person’s legal release from the penalty of an offense.
— Parenthetical constructions H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
— Parking H 1151
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual educational institutions.
— Parodies, imitations, etc. H 1095; H 1110; H 1155,8; H 1188
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons, names of musical groups, and individual works entered under title for works about imitations, either comic or distorted, of the person’s or musical group’s creative works, or of those titles. Also use under motion picture, television and video forms and genres for works about parodies of them.
  UF — Imitations (Parodies)
 — Parodies, travesties, etc. [Former subdivision]
  — Spoofs (Parodies)
  — Travesties (Parodies)
— Parodies, travesties, etc. USE — Parodies, imitations, etc.
— Parodies, travesties, etc. USE — Parodies, imitations, etc.
— Paronyms H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
— Parsee authors H 1156
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.
— Parsing H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
— Participation, African American, [Indian, etc.] H 1200
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars for works on the participation of the ethnic group in the military actions of the war.
  UF — Participation, Afro-American, [Indian, etc.] [Former subdivision]
— Participation, Afro-American, [Indian, etc.] USE — Participation, African American, [Indian, etc.]
— Participation, Buddhist, [Muslim, etc.] H 1200
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.
— Participation, Citizen USE — Citizen participation
— Participation, Communist H 1200
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars for works on the participation of communists in the military actions of the war.
  UF — Communist participation
— Participation, Deaf H 1200
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars for works on the participation of the deaf in the military actions of a war. For works on aspects of the war in relation to the deaf, especially the war’s effects on them, use the subdivision Deaf.
  UF — Deaf participation
— Participation, Female H 1200
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars for works on the participation of women in the military actions of the war. For works on aspects of the war in relation to women,
— Periodicals

— Abbreviations of titles (Continued)
Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under subjects for works containing lists of abbreviations of titles of periodicals on those subjects.

BT — Abbreviations of titles

— Bibliography
H 1095
Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision for works containing lists of abbreviations of titles of periodicals on those subjects.

BT — Bibliography

— Catalogs
H 1095
Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under subjects for lists of serials or periodicals held by one organization or library, assembled as a private collection, or issued by an individual publisher.

BT — Bibliography—Catalogs

— Union lists
H 1095
Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision for indexes to periodicals on those subjects held by two or more libraries.

BT — Bibliography—Union lists

— Indexes
H 1095
Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision for indexes to periodicals on those subjects.

BT — Indexes

— Periodicals
H 1095
Use as a form subdivision under subjects for periodicals on those subjects.

UF — Journals (Periodicals)
— Societies, periodicals, etc. [Former subdivision]
— Yearbooks [Former subdivision]

NT — Newspapers
— Students—Yearbooks

— Periodizations
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

UF — Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

— Periodization of history
USE — History—Periodization

— Periods, Transition
USE — Transition periods

— Periphrasis
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

UF — Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Permeability
H 1149; H 1158; H 1164
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals, individual materials and types of materials, and individual organs and regions of the body.

UF — Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals, individual materials and types of materials, and individual organs and regions of the body.

— Peroxidation
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.

BT — Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.

— Persecution, Nazi
USE — Nazi persecution

— Persian authors
USE — Persian authors

— Persian influences
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

BT — Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

— Person
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and languages of languages.

— Personal finance
USE — Finance, Personal

— Personal narratives
H 1095; H 1200
Use as a form subdivision under names of events and wars.

UF — Narratives, Personal

— Personal narratives, American, [French, etc.]
H 1200
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

UF — Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Personal narratives, Confederate
H 1200
Use as a form subdivision under individual wars and battles.

— Personal narratives, Jewish
H 1200
Use as a form subdivision under individual wars and battles.

— Personality
USE — Psychology

— Personnel management
H 1095; H 1105; H 1153; H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual corporate bodies and types of industries and organizations.

BT — Management

— Law and legislation (May Subd Geog)
H 1159
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics.

USE — Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

BT — Law and legislation

— Personnel records
H 1105; H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual corporate bodies and military services.

BT — Records and correspondence
NT — Reserves—Personal records

— Pest resistance
USE — Disease and pest resistance

— Pests
USE — Diseases and pests

— Petty officers
H 1159
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.

BT — Petty officers’ handbooks

— Petty officers’ handbooks
H 1159
Use as a form subdivision under military services.

UF — Petty officers—Handbooks, manuals, etc.

BT — Handbooks, manuals, etc.

— Pharmacokinetics
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.

UF — Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.

— Phenology
H 1147; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.

UF — Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.

— Philosophy
H 1095; H 1110; H 1155.2; H 1188
Do not use under names of philosophers.

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons who are not philosophers, and under groups of literary authors, uniform titles of sacred works, and topical headings.

UF — Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons who are not philosophers, and under groups of literary authors, uniform titles of sacred works, and topical headings.

NT — Knowledge—Philosophy

— Civilization—Philosophy

— Foreign relations—Philosophy

— History—Philosophy
— History—Philosophy—[period subdivision]—Philosophy

— Politics and government—Philosophy
— Politics and government—Philosophy

— Philosophy and aesthetics
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

UF — Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Phonology
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Phonetic transcriptions
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

UF — Transcriptions, Phonetic

— Phonetics
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

NT — Dialects—Phonetics

— Phonology
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

NT — Dialects—Phonology

— Phonology, Comparative
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

UF — Comparative phonology

— French, [German, etc.]
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Phonology, Historical
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

UF — Historical phonology

— Phonorecords for foreign speakers
USE — Sound recordings for foreign speakers

— Phonorecords for French, [Spanish, etc.] speakers
USE — Sound recordings for French, [Spanish, etc.] speakers

— Phonotape catalogs
USE — Audiotape catalogs

— Photosynthesis (May Subd Geog)
H 1120
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

BT — Photosynthesis

— Photograph collections
H 1105; H 1110; H 1120
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons, families, and corporate bodies for works on their collections of photographs.

— Photographers
H 1159
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.

Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

— Photographic identification (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

UF — Identification, Photographic

— Photographs
H 1095
Use as a form subdivision under subjects for works consisting of actual photographs, that is, photographic prints or digital photographs, rather than reproductions of photographs.

BT — Photographic works

NT — Aerial photographs
— Photographs from space

— Photographs from space
H 1105; H 1149
Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and under topical headings for collections of photographs taken from outer space.

UF — Space photographs

BT — Photographs

— Photography
H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

— Photomorphogenesis
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

BT — Treatment

NT — Photomorphogenesis

— Phototherapy (May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

BT — Treatment

NT — Phototherapy
--- Phrase books
USE — Conversation and phrase books

--- Physiology
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

--- By-products
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.
BT — By-products

--- Waste disposal
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.
BT — Waste disposal

--- Pictorial humor
USE — Caricatures and cartoons

--- Pictorial humor
USE — Caricatures and cartoons

--- Pictorial maps
USE — Maps

--- Pictorial works
H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1110; H 1120; H 1140; H 1155.6; H 1200
Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., names of individual persons, families, and corporate bodies and other named entities, such as individual parks, structures, etc., and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, individual wars, and topical headings. Also use under individual literary works entered under author for works consisting of pictures pertaining to the work as a physical object, or in the case of dramatic works, to productions of the work.

UF — Description and travel—Views [Former subdivision]
— Iconography [Former subdivision]
— Picturings

--- Picturings
NT — Allases
— Biography—Pictorial works
— Caricatures and cartoons
— Charts, diagrams, etc.
— History—Pictorial works
— Illustrations
— In art
— Photographs
— Portraits

--- Picture Bibles
H 1188
Use as a form subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.
BT — Illustrations

--- Pictures
USE — Pictorial works

--- Pillage
USE — Destruction and pillage

--- Piston rings of motors
USE — Motors—Pistons and piston rings

--- Pistons of motors
USE — Motors—Pistons and piston rings

--- Place of birth
USE — Birthplace

--- Places frequented
USE — Homes and haunts

--- Planning
H 1095; H 1105; H 1151.5; H 1153
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual corporate bodies and under types of activities, facilities, industries, services, undertakings, etc., for works that describe or discuss the planning process

--- Plans, Architectural
USE — Designs and plans

--- Planting
(May Subd Geog)
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

--- Planting time
(May Subd Geog)
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

--- Plastic properties
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

--- Platforms
H 1105
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual political parties for works about platforms of those parties.

--- Plays
USE — Drama

--- Poets
USE — Stories, plots, etc.

--- Pneumatic equipment
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
BT — Equipment and supplies
NT — Air suspension

--- Poems
USE — Poetry

--- Poetic works
H 1110
Do not use under authors who write principally poetry.
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual literary authors for works of criticism about poetic works by the author.

--- Policing
USE — Toxicology

--- Polar questions
H 1151, H 1151.5
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Policy, Government
USE — Government policy

--- Polish authors
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

--- Polish influences
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

--- Political activity
(May Subd Geog)
H 1095; H 1100; H 1105; H 1110; H 1120; H 1153; H 1155.2; H 1159; H 1187
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons, families, and corporate bodies; and under classes of persons, types of industries and corporate bodies, military services, and Christian denominations for works on the political participation of those persons or organizations.

--- Political and social views
H 1110, H 1110.2
Do not use for works written by a person on political or social topics.
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons and groups of literary authors for works on the person's political and/or social views in general.

--- Political aspects
(May Subd Geog)
H 1095; H 1185
Use as a topical subdivision under individual religious sects and denominations and literatures and under topical headings for works on the political dimensions or implications of nonpolitical topics.
NT — Ethnic relations—Political aspects
— Languages—Political aspects
— Race relations—Political aspects

--- Political boundaries
USE — Boundaries

--- Political divisions
USE — Administrative and political divisions

--- Political history
USE — Politics and government

--- Political-military affairs
officers
H 1159
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

—Prophesies

USE — Predators of seeds

—Prepositions

USE — Prepositions

—Presiding officers

USE — Presidential bodies

—Presidings officers

H 1155

Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual legislative bodies.

UF — Presiding officer [Former subdivision]

BT — Leadership

—Preservation

H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1140; H 1200

Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and individual corporate bodies, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, individual events, and topical headings.

UF — Coverage by the press

—In the press

—News media coverage

—Preparation

H 1095; H 1150

Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases, and under other situations to be avoided.

UF — Prevention and control

—NT — Aging—Prevention

—Chemoprevention

—Diseases—Prevention

—Fires and fire prevention

—Losses—Prevention

—Postharvest losses—Prevention

—Vaccination

—Needs assessment

H 1150

Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

UF — Needs assessment in prevention of diseases

—Prevention and control

—Preventive inoculation

USE — Vaccination

—Price policy

USE — Prices—Government policy

—Prices

H 1095; H 1149; H 1153; H 1158; H 1180; H 1195

Use as a topical subdivision under types of products, objects, etc., and under industries where one general heading for the products of that industry is lacking.

UF — Price policy

BT — Government policy

—Law and legislation

H 1153; H 1195

Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal bodies.

Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries and individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

BT — Law and legislation

—Primary education

USE — Education (Primary)

—Primary sources

USE — Sources

—Printing plants, Underground

USE — Underground printing plants

—Prison ships

USE — Prisons

—Prisoners and prisons

H 1200

Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

UF — Prisoners, Exchange of [Former subdivision]

—Prisons and prisoners

H 1200

Qualify by nationality to refer to the country controlling the prisoners and holding the prisoners of war.

Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

—Prefixes

H 1154

Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

—Prescriptions

USE — Formulate, receipts, prescriptions

—Preservation

(May Subd Geog)

H 1095; H 1164; H 1180

Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body, individual plants and groups of plants, and types of perishable products, including food, drugs, textiles, etc.

NT — Cryopreservation

—Radiation preservation

—Sacred books—Preservation

—Preservation and collection

USE — Collection and preservation

—Presidents

H 1105

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual corporate bodies.

—Presiding officer

USE — Presiding officers
— Relations (Continued)
  USE — Relations
— Relations (Canon law)
USE — Relations
— Relations (diplomatic)
USE — Foreign relations
— Relations, Ethnic
USE — Ethnic relations
— Relations with employees
USE — Employees
— Relations with family
USE — Family
— Relations with friends and associates
USE — Friends and associates
— Relations with men
H 1110; H 1155.2
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons and groups of literary authors for works on intimate associations.
— Relations with women
H 1110; H 1155.2
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons and groups of literary authors for works on intimate associations.
— Relative clauses
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
  USE — Clauses
— Reliability
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under types of equipment, machinery, technical systems, industrial plants, etc.
— Relics (May Subd Geog)
H 1110; H 1120
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons and families for works on disinterred bones, etc. For works on graves, interred bones, etc., use the subdivisions Tomb under names of individual persons and Tombs under names of individual families.
NT — Death mask
— Relief models
H 1140
Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.
  USE — Maps
— Religion
H 1103; H 1105; H 1110; H 1140; H 1149.5; H 1151.5
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., names of individual persons and corporate bodies, and under ethnic groups and types of educational institutions.
  USE — Religion and ethics (Former subdivision)
NT — Colonies—Religion
— 18th century
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.
— 17th century
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.
— 16th century
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.
— 19th century
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.
— 20th century
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.
— 21st century
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.
— Economic aspects
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.
  USE — Economic aspects
— Religion and ethics
USE — Ethics — Religion
— Religious aspects
H 1147; H 1149; H 1150; H 1154; H 1158; H 1161; H 1164; H 1180; H 1200
May be further subdivided by individual religions or Christian denominations. Editorially establish each use of a further subdivision by religion or Christian denomination.
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals, individual plants and groups of plants, individual chemicals and groups of chemicals, individual materials and types of materials, individual languages and groups of languages, individual diseases and types of diseases, individual organs and regions of the body, individual musical instruments and families of instruments, and individual wars.
— Religious life (May Subd Geog)
H 1100; H 1159
Further subdivide geographically only under classes of persons.
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons and military services.
— Religious life and customs
H 1140; H 1149.5
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.
  NT — Colonies—Religious life and customs
— Relocation (May Subd Geog)
H 1110; H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under occupational groups and types of employees and ethnic groups.
— Remedial teaching (May Subd Geog)
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
— Remodeling (May Subd Geog)
H 1005
Use as a topical subdivision under types of structures and rooms.
— Remodeling for other use (May Subd Geog)
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under types of buildings and structures.
— Remote sensing
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under topical headings.
— Remote-sensing images
H 1140
Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.
  NT — Aerial photographs
— Remote-sensing maps
USE — Maps
— Remount service
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.
— Removal of snow
USE — Snow protection and removal
— Reoperation (May Subd Geog)
H 1150; H 1164
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases and individual organs and regions of the body.
  USE — Diseases—Reoperation
BT — Surgery
— Reorganization
H 1105; H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under individual corporate bodies and military services.
— Repair and maintenance
USE — Maintenance and repair
— Repairing (May Subd Geog)
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under types of objects not requiring maintenance.
BT — Maintenance and repair
NT — Tires—Repairing
— Reparations (May Subd Geog)
H 1110; H 1200
Do not subdivide geographically under individual wars.
Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic groups and individual wars.
— Repatriation, Forced
USE — Forced repatriation
— Repatriation of war dead (May Subd Geog)
H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.
  USE — Dead, Repatriation of — War dead, Repatriation of
— Reporters and reporting
H 1155
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual legislative bodies.
— Reporting (May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.
  NT — Defects—Reporting
— Toxicology—Reporting
— Reporting to (May Subd Geog)
H 1100
Use as a topical subdivision under occupational groups and types of employees.
— Representation, Symbolic
USE — Symbolic representation
— Reproduction
H 1147; H 1149; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual art forms and headings for rational or artistic art for the processes of producing images of the art. Also use under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants for works on the physiological processes, sexual or asexual, by which organisms generate offspring of the same kind. For works on the controlled mating and selection of the organisms by humans, usually for the purpose of improving the species or breed, use the subdivision Breeding.
BT — Physiology
NT — Parturition — Pollination — Pregnancy — Propagation — Spawning
— Climatic factors (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
— Effect of altitude on (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
BT — Effect of altitude on
— Effect of light on (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
BT — Effect of light on
— Effect of temperature on (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
BT — Effect of temperature on
— Endocrine aspects
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
BT — Endocrinology
— Regulation
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
  USE — Regulation of reproduction
— Republics
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under headings of the type [topic]—country for works discussing collectively the republics of a country in relation to the topic.
BT — Administrative and political divisions
  USE — Regulation of reproduction
— Requirements for entrance
USE — Entrance requirements
— Requirements for graduation
USE — Graduation requirements
— Requirements for residence
USE — Residence requirements
— Requirements, Immigrant
USE — Immigration requirements
— Requirements, Nutritional
USE — Nutrition—Requirements
— Requirements, Water
USE — Water requirements
— Rescue operations
USE — Search and rescue operations
— Roman influences (Continued)

—Romances
BT — Foreign influences

—Romans
H 1095; H 1110
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons and legendary characters for works about texts of medieval (that is, pre-1501) European tales based chiefly on legends of chivalric love and adventure in which those persons or characters are the dominant character.

UF — Romances, legends, etc. [Former subdivision]

—Romances, legends, etc.
USE — Legends

—Romances
USE — Legends

—Romans
USE — Romans

—Romani authors
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

—Romanian authors
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

—Romanian influences
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

—Roots
H 1154; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages and individual plants and groups of plants.

NT — Seedlings—Roots

—Rootstock
(May Subd Geog)
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

—Rotation, Molecular
USE — Molecular rotation

—Rowing
H 1151
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual educational institutions.

BT — Sports

—Rubrics
use as a topical subdivision under names of individual educational institutions.

—Rubrics in liturgical texts
USE — Liturgy—Texts—Rubrics

—Rugby football
H 1151
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual educational institutions.

BT — Sports

—Rules
H 1095; H 1186
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual religious and monastic orders, individual contests and sports events and under types of games and activities for works about rules of those organizations or pertaining to those topics.

BT — Standards

—Rules of practice
H 1095; H 1105
Use as a topical subdivision under types of, and names of individual courts, legislative bodies, constitutional conventions, and administrative or regulatory agencies, for works about the rules and practice of those bodies.

UF — Practice and rules

—Rules and practice
H 1095; H 1105
Use as a topical subdivision under types of, and names of individual courts, legislative bodies, constitutional conventions, and administrative or regulatory agencies, for works containing the rules and practice of those bodies.

UF — Practice and rules

—Rules
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

UF — Ration, Rum

—Rural conditions
H 1140; H 1149.5
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, etc.

NT — Colonies—Rural conditions

—Russian influences
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

BT — Foreign influences

—Sacred books
H 1185
Use as a topical subdivision under individual religions for works about the sacred books of those religions.

—Hermeneutics
H 1185
Use as a topical subdivision under individual religions.

BT — Hermeneutics

—Introduction
H 1185
Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under individual religions.

BT — Introductions

—Language, style
H 1185
Use as a topical subdivision under individual religions.

BT — Language, style

—Preservation
(May Subd Geog)
H 1185
Use as a topical subdivision under individual religions.

BT — Preservation

—Quotations
H 1185
Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under individual religions.

BT — Quotations

—Sacred books
H 1185
Use as a topical subdivision under individual religions for collections of the sacred books of those religions.

—Safety appliances
(May Subd Geog)
H 1095; H 1199
Use as a topical subdivision under types of machines, vehicles, industrial plants, occupations, etc.

BT — Equipment and supplies

—Safety measures
USE — Safety measures

—Occupant restraint systems

—Rollover protective structures

—Safety measures
H 1095; H 1151.5; H 1153; H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under individual military services and under topical headings.

NT — Housing—Safety measures

—Sailors' handbooks
H 1159
Use as a form subdivision under military services.

UF — Seamen's handbooks [Former subdivision]

BT — Handbooks, manuals, etc.

—Salaries, allowances, etc.
USE — Salaries, etc.

—Salaries, commissions, etc.
USE — Salaries, etc.

—Salaries, etc.
(May Subd Geog)
H 1100; H 1155
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual legislative bodies and under classes of professional or public employees.

UF — Salaries, allowances, etc. [Former subdivision]

—Salaries, commissions, etc. [Former subdivision]

—Salaries, pensions, etc.

—Law and legislation
H 1100
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons.

UF — Cost-of-living adjustments to salaries

—Sanitary affairs
H 1151; H 1151.5; H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual educational institutions, types of educational institutions, and military services.

—Sanitation
(May Subd Geog)
H 1095; H 1105; H 1153
Do not further subdivide geographically under corporate bodies.

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual corporate bodies, types of industries, and topical headings.

NT — Housing—Sanitation

—Sanotorit influences
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

BT — Foreign influences

—Satire
USE — Humor

—Satisfaction, Job
USE — Job satisfaction

—Sayings
USE — Quotations

—Scandinavian influences
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

BT — Foreign influences

—Scenarios
H 1160
Use as a form subdivision under forms and types of musical compositions.

—Scheduled tribes
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of states, regions, cities, etc., of India.

UF — Tribes, Scheduled
--- Seeds

--- Identification (Continued)
Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.
BT — Identification

--- Marketing
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants. NT
--- Morphology
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants. BT — Morphology

--- Packaging (May Subd Geog)
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants. BT — Packaging

--- Physiology (May Subd Geog)
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants. BT — Physiology NT — Seeds—Production (Biology)

--- Postharvest technology (May Subd Geog)
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants. BT — Postharvest technology

--- Predators of (May Subd Geog)
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants. UF — Predators of seeds

--- Processing (May Subd Geog)
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants. BT — Processing

--- Production (Biology)
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants. UF — Seed production (Biology)

--- Quality (May Subd Geog)
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants. BT — Quality

--- Storage (May Subd Geog)
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants. BT — Storage

--- Testing
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants. BT — Testing

--- Viability (May Subd Geog)
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants. UF — Viability of seeds

--- Yield
USE — Seeds—Production (Biology)

--- Selection (May Subd Geog)
H 1147; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants. NT — Clones—Selection

--- Selection and appointment (May Subd Geog)
H 1100
Use as a topical subdivision under occupational groups and types of employees. UF — Appointment, qualifications, tenure, etc. [Former subdivision]
NT — Appointments and retirements — Bishops—Appointment, call, and election

--- Self-instruction
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages for works about self-instruction in a language.

--- Self-instruction
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages for self-instructional materials.
NT — Methods—Self-instruction

--- Self-portraits
H 1110
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons for reproductions of self-portraits by those persons.
BT — Portraits

--- Self-regulation (May Subd Geog)
H 1153
Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries.

--- Semantics
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Semantics, Historical
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Seminar proceedings
USE — Congresses

--- Seniority system of legislative committees
USE — Committees—Seniority system

--- Sense organs
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
BT — Nervous system

--- Sensory evaluation (May Subd Geog)
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

--- Sentences
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Separation (May Subd Geog)
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.

--- Sepulchral monument
USE — Tomb

--- Serial numbers
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
UF — Numbers, Serial

--- Sermons
H 1095; H 1110; H 1151.1; H 1185; H 1187; H 1188; H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons and under sects of individual religions, Christian denominations, types of educational institutions, uniform titles of sacred works, individual wars, and topical headings for works about sermons on those subjects.
UF — Addresses, sermons, etc. [Former subdivision]

--- History and criticism
H 1095; H 1110; H 1151.5; H 1185; H 1187; H 1188; H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons and under sects of individual religions, Christian denominations, types of educational institutions, uniform titles of sacred works, individual wars, and topical headings for works about sermons on those subjects.
BT — History and criticism

--- Outlines, syllabi, etc.
H 1188
Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.
BT — Outlines, syllabi, etc.

--- Sermons
H 1095; H 1110; H 1151.5; H 1185; H 1187; H 1188; H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons and under sects of individual religions, Christian denominations, types of educational institutions, uniform titles of sacred works, individual wars, and topical headings for individual collections of sermons on those subjects.

--- Diagnosis
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

--- Servants
USE — Employees

--- Social clubs
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.
UF — Clubs, Service

--- Service craft
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

--- Service life (May Subd Geog)
H 1158; H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials and under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

--- Services for (May Subd Geog)
H 1100; H 1103; H 1147; H 1151.5
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons, ethnic groups, individual animals and groups of animals, and types of educational institutions.
NT — Medical care

--- Contracting out (May Subd Geog)
H 1151.5
Use as a topical subdivision under types of educational institutions.
UF — Contracting out of services for

--- Law and legislation (May Subd Geog)
H 1100
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons.

--- Settings
H 1110
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual literary authors.

--- Instrumental settings
USE — Instrumental settings

--- Settings, Musical
USE — Musical settings

--- Sex differences (May Subd Geog)
H 1095; H 1154; H 1164
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages, individual organs and regions of the body, and topical headings.
UF — Differences, Sex — Gender differences

--- Sex factors (May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

--- Sex ratio (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

--- Sexual behavior (May Subd Geog)
H 1100; H 1103; H 1110; H 1147
Do not subdivide geographically under names of individual persons.
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
— — Social life and customs
— — — — Humor (Continued)
ethnic groups for works of social satire on those places, people, or groups.
— — Social networks (May Subd Geog) H 1100; H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons and ethnic groups.
UF — Networks, Social
— — Social policy
H 1140; H 1149.5
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.
BT — Government policy
NT — Colonies—Social policy
— — Social scientific criticism (May Subd Geog) H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.
BT — Criticism, interpretation, etc.
— — Social services
H 1159
Do not use headings of the type [Place]—Armed Forces. Use Military social work—[Place], instead.
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.
— — Social views
USE — Political and social views
— — Socialization (May Subd Geog) H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic groups.
— — Societies and clubs
H 1100
Use as a topical subdivision under age and sex groups.
UF — Clubs
BT — Societies, etc.
— — Societies, etc.
H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1110; H 1120; H 1188
Do not use under classes of persons if the corresponding heading for the discipline can be assigned.
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons, families, and corporate bodies, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, uniform titles of sacred works, and topical headings for works discussing two or more societies or institutions related to those subjects.
1104
— — Societies and clubs
— — Societies, periodicals, etc.
USE — Periodicals
— — Societies, periodicals, etc.
USE — Periodicals
— — Socio-rhetorical criticism (May Subd Geog) H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.
BT — Criticism, interpretation, etc.
— — Socioeconomic status
USE — Economic conditions
— — Social conditions
— — Sociological aspects
H 1095; H 1115.5
Use as a topical subdivision under types of institutions for works on the impact of the inherent nature of the institution in question on group interaction within the institution and vice versa.
— — Softball
H 1151
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual educational institutions.
BT — Sports
— — Software
H 1095
Use as a form subdivision under topical headings for computer programs that are tools to perform tasks, for example, systems software, utilities, or applications programs.
NT — Juvenile software
— — Solos (May Subd Geog) H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.
— — Solo with harpsichord
H 1160
Use as a form subdivision under forms and types of musical compositions.
— — Solo with harpsichord and piano H 1160
Use as a form subdivision under forms and types of musical compositions.
— — Solo with keyboard instrument H 1160
Use as a form subdivision under forms and types of musical compositions.
— — Solo with organ H 1160
Use as a form subdivision under forms and types of musical compositions.
— — Solo with piano H 1160
Use as a form subdivision under forms and types of musical compositions.
— — Solo with piano (4 hands) H 1160
Use as a form subdivision under forms and types of musical compositions.
— — Solo with pianos (2) H 1160
Use as a form subdivision under forms and types of musical compositions.
— — Solos with organ H 1160
Use as a form subdivision under forms and types of musical compositions.
— — Solos with piano H 1160
Use as a form subdivision under forms and types of musical compositions.
— — Solos with pianos (2) H 1160
Use as a form subdivision under forms and types of musical compositions.
— — Solubility (May Subd Geog) H 1149; H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemical groups of chemicals and individual materials and types of materials.
BT — Properties
— — Somatic embryogenesis (May Subd Geog) H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.
UF — Embryogenesis, Somatic
— — Songs and music
H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1110; H 1140; H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., names of individual persons and corporate bodies, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, military services, and topical headings.
UF — Music and songs
BT — Discography
— — Discography
H 1095
Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., names of individual persons and corporate bodies, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, military services, and topical headings.
UF — Biography—Sources
BT — Discography
— — History and criticism
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., names of individual persons and corporate bodies, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, military services, and topical headings.
BT — Discography
NT — In opera
— — Songs and music
H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1110; H 1140; H 1159
Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., names of individual persons and corporate bodies, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, military services, and topical headings.
UF — Music and songs
NT — Biography—Sources
— — Space photographs
USE — Photographs from space
— — Spacing (May Subd Geog) H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.
UF — Phonorecords for foreign speakers
—— Texts
H 1095
Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., names of individual persons and corporate bodies, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, military services, and topical headings for texts of songs about those subjects.
BT — Texts
—— Sonorants
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
—— Sound recordings for children
USE — Juvenile sound recordings
—— Sound recordings for foreign speakers
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
UF — Phonorecords for foreign speakers
—— Sound recordings for French, [Spanish, etc.] speakers
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
UF — Phonorecords for French, [Spanish, etc.] speakers
—— Soundproofing (May Subd Geog) H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under types of buildings, structures, facilities and equipment.
NT — Motors—Soundproofing
—— Sounds
H 1164; H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body and wars.
—— Sources
H 1095; H 1110; H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under historical topics and headings for systems of law for works about source materials on those topics or systems. Use under uniform titles for works about sources used by authors in writing the works. Use under types of literature for works about sources of ideas or inspiration for these literary works. Also use under names of individual persons for works about the individual’s sources of ideas or inspiration for his works.
UF — Forerunners
NT — Biography—Sources
—— History—period subdivision—Biography—Sources
—— History—period subdivision—Sources
—— History—Sources
—— Sources
H 1095; H 1110; H 1200
Use as a form subdivision under historical topics, and headings for systems of law for collections of source materials of all types on those topics or systems. Also use under names of individual persons for collections of materials that served as sources of their ideas or inspiration.
UF — Primary sources
NT — Biography—Sources
—— History—period subdivision—Biography—Sources
—— History—period subdivision—Sources
—— History—Sources
—— South Asian authors
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.
—— Soviet influences
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.
BT — Foreign influences
—— Slow-moving (May Subd Geog) H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.
— Studies and exercises (Latin jazz)  
H 1154  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.  
UF — Bilingual method of language teaching

—— Bilingual method  
H 1154  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.  
UF — Bilingual method of language teaching

—— Foreign speakers  
H 1154  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.  
UF — Study and teaching—Foreign speakers  
[Former subdivision]

—— Audio-visual aids  
H 1154  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.  
UF — Study and teaching—Foreign speakers

—— Immersion method  
H 1154  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.  
UF — Immersion method of language teaching

—— Law and legislation (May Subd Geog)  
H 1140  
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics.  
USE — Outlines, syllabi, etc.  
BT — Law and legislation

—— Outlines, syllabi, etc.  
USE — Outlines, syllabi, etc.

—— Simulation methods  
H 1095  
Use as a topical subdivision under topical headings.  
BT — Simulation methods

—— Supervision (May Subd Geog)  
H 1095  
Use as a topical subdivision under topical headings.  
USE — Supervision of teaching

—— Study and teaching (Continuing education) (May Subd Geog)  
H 1095; H 1154  
When used under languages, may be further subdivided by a subdivision in the form — French, [Spanish, etc.] speakers, where the subdivision represents the language of the persons being taught. Editorialy establish each use of this type of subdivision.

—— Audio-visual aids  
H 1095  
Use as a topical subdivision under subjects.

—— Foreign speakers  
H 1154  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

—— African American students  
H 1095  
Use as a topical subdivision under subjects.

—— Activity programs (May Subd Geog)  
H 1095  
Use as a topical subdivision under subjects.

—— Study and teaching (Middle school) (May Subd Geog)  
H 1095  
When used under languages, may be further subdivided by a subdivision in the form — French, [Spanish, etc.] speakers, where the subdivision represents the language of the persons being taught. Editorialy establish each use of this type of subdivision.

—— Activity programs (May Subd Geog)  
H 1095  
Use as a topical subdivision under subjects.

—— Activity programs (May Subd Geog)  
H 1095  
Use as a topical subdivision under subjects.

—— Activity programs (May Subd Geog)  
H 1095  
Use as a topical subdivision under subjects.

—— Activity programs (May Subd Geog)  
H 1095  
Use as a topical subdivision under subjects.

—— Activity programs (May Subd Geog)  
H 1095  
Use as a topical subdivision under subjects.
— Telephone directories (Continued)
  subdivision
  BT — Directories
— Yellow pages
  H 1140
  Use as a form subdivision under names of
  countries, cities, etc.
  UF — Yellow pages
— Television adaptations
  H 1110; H 1155.8; H 1156; H 1160
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  literatures, individual literary works entered
  under title, forms and types of musical
  compositions, and names of individual persons.
  UF — Phrases and terms
— Territorial boundaries
  USE — Boundaries
— Territorial expansion
  H 1140
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of
  countries, etc.
  UF — Phrases and terms
— Territorial possessions
  USE — Territories and possessions
— Territorial questions (May Subd Geo)
  H 1200
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  wars.
— Territoriality (May Subd Geo)
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
  animals and groups of animals.
  BT — Behavior
— Territories and possessions
  H 1095; H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under headings
  of the type [topic]--[country] for works discussing
  collectively the territorial possessions of a country
  in relation to the topic, for example, Postwar
  Languages--Territories
  USE — Territories and possessions
  NT — Colonies
— Politics and government
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of
  regions and countries.
— Test shooting
  H 1159
  Use as a topical subdivision under military
  services.
— Testing
  H 1095; H 1147; H 1149; H 1158
  Use as a topical subdivision under topical
  headings for works on the construction,
  application, and results of testing pertaining to
  those topics. Also use under individual drugs
  and groups of drugs for works on testing their
  effectiveness and/or safety, and under individual
  animals and groups of animals, individual
  chemicals and groups of chemicals, individual
  materials and types of materials, and types of
  instruments, equipment, products, etc., for
  works on testing of those items and/or the
  results of testing.
  NT — Ability testing
  USE — Computation testing
  USE — Crash tests
  USE — Environmental testing
  USE — Fire testing
  USE — Impact testing
  USE — Materials—Dynamic testing
  USE — Nondestructive testing
  USE — Seeds—Testing
  USE — Therapeutic use—Testing
— Testing, Educational
  USE — Examinations
  USE — Testing for drug use or abuse
  USE — Drug testing
— Testing for toxicity
  USE — Toxicity testing
— Text-books
  USE — Textbooks
  USE — Text-books for foreign speakers
— Textbooks
  H 1095; H 1145; H 1188
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of
  individual persons and corporate bodies,
  uniform titles of sacred works, and topical
  headings, for works about textbooks on those
  subjects.
— Textbooks
  H 1095; H 1145; H 1188
  Use as a form subdivision under names of
  individual persons and corporate bodies, uniform
titles of sacred works, and topical headings,
for textbooks on those subjects.
— Textbooks
  H 1095; H 1145; H 1188
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of
  individual persons and corporate bodies.
— Textbooks
  H 1095; H 1145; H 1188
  Use as a form subdivision under names of
  individual persons and corporate bodies.
— Textbooks
  H 1095; H 1145; H 1188
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of
  individual persons and corporate bodies.
— Textbooks
  H 1095; H 1145; H 1188
  Use as a form subdivision under names of
  individual persons and corporate bodies.
— Textbooks
  H 1095; H 1145; H 1188
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of
  individual persons and corporate bodies.
— Textbooks
  H 1095; H 1145; H 1188
  Use as a form subdivision under names of
  individual persons and corporate bodies.
— Textbooks
  H 1095; H 1145; H 1188
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of
  individual persons and corporate bodies.
— Textbooks
  H 1095; H 1145; H 1188
  Use as a form subdivision under names of
  individual persons and corporate bodies.
— Textbooks
  H 1095; H 1145; H 1188
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of
  individual persons and corporate bodies.
— Textbooks
  H 1095; H 1145; H 1188
  Use as a form subdivision under names of
  individual persons and corporate bodies.
— Textbooks
  H 1095; H 1145; H 1188
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of
  individual persons and corporate bodies.
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.
BT  — Machinery
--- Threshold limit values *(May Subd Geog)*
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.
UF  — Exposure limits, Occupational
--- Maximum allowable concentrations
--- Occupational exposure limits
--- Time management *(May Subd Geog)*
H 1100; H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons and ethnic groups.
--- Time of flowering
USE  — Flowering time
--- Time of harvesting
USE  — Harvesting time
--- Time of planting
USE  — Planting time
--- Timing belts of motors
USE  — Motors—Timing belts
--- Tires
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
--- Inflation pressure
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
UF  — Inflation pressure of tires
--- Repairing *(May Subd Geog)*
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
BT  — Repairing
--- Title abbreviations of titles
USE  — Abbreviations of titles
--- Titles
H 1100; H 1110
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons and classes of persons.
UF  — Address, Titles of
--- Nobility, Titles of
--- Titles of books
H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.
--- Tobacco use *(May Subd Geog)*
H 1100; H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons and ethnic groups.
BT  — Substance use
--- Tolerance, Drought
USE  — Drought tolerance
--- Tomb
H 1110
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons for works about the person’s grave, interred bones, etc. For works on disinterred bones use the subdivision Relics.
UF  — Grave *(Former subdivision)*—Sepulchral monument
BT  — Tombs
--- Tombs *(May Subd Geog)*
H 1095; H 1100; H 1120
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual families, royal houses, dynasties, etc., and under classes of persons.
NT  — Kings and rulers—Tombs
--- Tomb
--- Tomography *(May Subd Geog)*
H 1150; H 1162
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases and individual organs and regions of the body.
UF  — Diseases—Tomography
BT  — Cross-sectional imaging
--- Radiography
--- Tonguing
H 1161
Use as a topical subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.
--- Tools
USE  — Implements
--- Topic and comment
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
--- Topographic maps
USE  — Maps
--- Tourist maps
USE  — Maps
--- Tours
H 1105; H 1140
Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and individual corporate bodies for guidebooks providing planned itineraries to those places or bodies, usually including descriptions and historical information about items to be seen.
UF  — Description and travel—Tours *(Former subdivision)*—Itineraries
BT  — Guidebooks
--- Towing *(May Subd Geog)*
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
--- Toxicity
USE  — Toxicology
--- Toxicity testing *(May Subd Geog)*
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.
UF  — Testing for toxicity
--- Toxicology *(May Subd Geog)*
H 1095; H 1147; H 1149; H 1158; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals, individual materials and types of materials, individual animals and groups of animals, and individual plants and groups of plants for works on their poisonous effects on human beings or animals.
UF  — Poisoning
--- Toxicity
--- Age factors *(May Subd Geog)*
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.
BT  — Age factors
--- Biography *(May Subd Geog)*
H 1149
Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.
UF  — Biography
--- Biography
--- Reporting *(May Subd Geog)*
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.
BT  — Reporting
--- Track and field
H 1151
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual educational institutions.
UF  — Track-athletics *(Former subdivision)*
BT  — Sports
--- Track-athletics
USE  — Track and field
--- Tracking, Radio
USE  — Radio tracking
--- Traction *(May Subd Geog)*
H 1164; H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body and individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
--- Trade
USE  — Commerce
--- Trade-marks
USE  — Trademarks
--- Trade policy
USE  — Commercial policy
--- Trademarks
H 1095; H 1153
Use as a topical subdivision under individual industries and under products and articles that may be trademarked for works about trademarks.
UF  — Trade-marks *(Former subdivision)*
--- Trademarks
H 1095; H 1153
Use as a form subdivision under individual industries and under products and articles that may be trademarked for works listing trademarks.
UF  — Trade-marks *(Former subdivision)*
--- Tragedies
H 1110
Do not use under dramatists who write
literatures.

BT — History and criticism